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1910 the wisest and most dignified course for Ministers was at once to
tender their resignation to your Majesty."1 Others, however
pointed out that " this would be lacking in courage; that the
Government was pledged to produce and lay on the table their pro-
posals with regard to the House of Lords and could not honourably
retire unless they were defeated in the House of Commons before or
upon the disclosure of their plans." The same day the Chief Whip
was instructed to tell Mr. Redmond that the Cabinet were not
prepared to give him the assurance for which he asked and that he
must act on his responsibility as they would on theirs. So it went
on all through March and into April, with Mr. Redmond returning
again and again for his assurance and always receiving the same
answer. On this point Asquith was immovable. The Budget
presented to the new House must in all essentials be the Budget
presented to the last House, and there could be no bargaining on
that ground. If the Irish really thought it necessary to push their
objection to the spirit-duties or their time-honoured grievance
against the alleged over-taxation of Ireland to the length of voting
against the Budget and ejecting the Government, they must go
their own way, and the blood be on their own heads.
At the same time, he was quite willing to meet both Irish and the
large number of Liberals and Radicals who now stood on common
ground with them in demanding that the rejected Budget should
not be sent again to the Lords unless accompanied by a clear intima-
tion of the steps which the House of Commons proposed to take to
assert its supremacy as the elective and representative Chain^er.
In point of fact the King's Speech at the beginning of the session
had mentioned no other subjects but finance and the proposals
which, " with all convenient speed," were to be submitted to
" define the relations between the Houses of Parliament so as to
secure the undivided authority of the House of Commons over
finance and its predominance in legislation " ; • and if in the very
exceptional circumstances, there was a strong opinion in favour of
" defining these relations " before re-submitting the rejected Budget
to the Lords, Asquith saw no objection. The necessity for some
decision was by this time urgent, for the troubles of the Government
had come to be known outside, and day after day the Lobby was
buzzing with rumours that Ministers were going to find a way out
of their difficulties by resigning. In the House itself Asquith was
* These hesitations were only a passing phase, for the next day (26th February)
Ise reported the " universal opinion " to be " that there could be no question of
immediate or voluntary resignation."

